Keystone - Building Knowledge

Keystone is the fundamental online tool for boys, parents and staff in the School community. Much more than a communication tool, this interactive learning and information platform records and enhances students’ academic, co-curricular and personal development.
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Introducing Keystone

Keystone is the learning, information and communication platform developed by St Peter’s College. It is in Keystone that the School’s events, communication and processes take place. Importantly, Keystone is also the digital platform that hosts and enhances students’ academic, co-curricular and personal development.

Navigating Keystone

Keystone is an innovative, dynamic website, structured with four panels oriented around a central dashboard. These are: Keystone Support, Community, Keystone Content and My Keystone.

Keystone Support

Keystone Support provides a collection of support guides and video tutorials designed to help users with the digital confidence to use Keystone effectively. It also includes tips on how to best manage access to technology at home.

My Keystone

My Keystone surfaces information that is specific to the user as an individual. This includes: Pastoral Care, My Tasks, Sports Zone and Academic Footprint.

Community

Keystone Community displays information that is useful to the whole school community, such as the School calendar. Keystone Community gives users oversight to community events, groups and services.

Keystone Content

Keystone Content is the digital authoring space for staff and students. This platform allows learners to share media-rich content, and is designed to enhance collaboration and creativity. Users are able to both search and categorise content contributed to Keystone.

The suggested resources in this panel points parents to valuable documents regarding Keystone’s user agreements, use of technology at home and other relevant information. We encourage parents to read this material.

Getting Started

We advise parents to log onto Keystone regularly to access information about their son/s academic and personal development, home learning duties, updated event information and much more. Parent access to Keystone is important to ensure effective communication between School and home.

Keystone’s URL is: https://keystone.stpeters.sa.edu.au
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**Dashboard**

**Wolfram Alpha / Lynda / Twig links**
Launch powerful digital learning tools using the icons across the top of the screen: Wolfram Alpha for statistics and calculations, Lynda for video tutorials on nearly all software and Twig for video lessons on a range of curricular subjects.

**Messages Bubble**
Access notifications, in the top right hand corner of the screen, or view the daily noticeboard.

**People-Picker**
Find contact details of individuals and groups within the School community by searching members’ relationships.

**My Keystone**

**Sports Zone**
Access sporting event information associated with fixtures and results. By default, your son/s’ most recent or next event will display. Also view sport Wikis with coaches’ information on skills, training drills.

**Sports Choice**
An online form for students to choose what sports they will play each Term and a portal for parents to login and approve their son/s’ request.

**Online Medical Form**
An online form for parents to keep their son/s’ medical information up to date to ensure he is able to safely attend School activities, camps and excursions.

**My Tasks**
A mapped display of the homework tasks allocated to your son/s.

**Parent-Teacher Interviews**
A portal for booking parent-teacher interview appointments.

**My Timetable**
An easy-to-use, updated display of your son’s timetable.

**My Wellbeing**
An archive of positive and negative behaviour events generated by staff about your son/s.

**Online lunch orders**
Place student lunch orders online ahead of time or on the day.

**Keystone Share**
[Currently Junior School parents only]
Receive and review examples of your son/s’ work through an App available both on the web and as an iOS App.

**My Teachers**
Find your son/s’ teachers and their contact details at a glance.

**Academic Footprint**
The latest information relating to the academic performance and progress of your son/s.

**My Details**
The updated personal details that the School holds on your son/s’ behalf, including emergency contacts and medical information.

**Financial Information**
Update your financial and/or banking information as well as view your current School account balance.

**Keystone Support**
User guides and video tutorials on how to interact with Keystone.

**ICLT Online Store**
Purchase hardware through our online store.

**Request Support**
An online form connected to our Keystone Support Centre to register technical issues with your son/s’ computer and operational concerns with Keystone. We also welcome suggestions regarding Keystone via this form.
Community

School Calendar
A list of every official event in the School Calendar. Please note: events are continuously being added.

Community Directory
A searchable version of contact details of parents and boys within the School Community.

Keystone Content
A searchable archive of digital educational resources contributed by staff and students. Items can be searched by keywords or using the Learning Resource ID found at the top of each page of a learning resource.

Help and Suggestions
A help functionality is available within Keystone to assist the user.

In the event the issue is not resolved, please use the Keystone Support feature in the Community panel to register the issue or get in touch with the Keystone Support Team by emailing keystone@stpeters.sa.edu.au or call (08) 8404 0444.

Useful Links
As a registered eSmart school, St Peter’s College is committed to providing a safe and secure environment for every user of Keystone. Please refer to the ‘Technology at Home’ tile within Keystone for more information.